University to Get Tusk of Prehistoric Mastodon in Iowa

A seven-foot tusk of a prehistoric mammuth or mastodon, unearthed in Rock Rapids, this week will become the property of the University of Iowa.

O. F. Thomas, who obtained the relic after it had been uncovered by a grading company, notified Dean George F. Kay of the college of liberal arts, who is head of the geology department, that he would contribute it to the university.

The tusk has a circumference of about 20 inches. It will be placed with the university's collection of more than 300 bones of ancient animals.

Four Dead in Post-Election German Riots

Voters Await Hitler's Attitude Toward Government

BERLIN, Aug. 1 (AP)—Post-election riots resulted in four deaths and numerous lesser casualties today as all Germany waited for Adolf Hitler, whose bid for absolute power was spurned by the voters yesterday, to decide whether he will join in the government or fight it.
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